Introducing The Key-Box Automated Security Key Management Systems

If you’ve been searching for a way to protect your organization’s assets and resources, Key-Box intelligent key management systems could prove to be that elusive answer - by turning your conventional key into an ‘intelligent key’.

The Key-Box Key Management System has been designed to provide a quick and easy method of issuing and controlling keys. In addition, Key-Box provides instant information as to the current user of a key, the previous user as well as a complete history of the key usage. Key-Box can also restrict access to individual keys thus enabling cost effective and efficient management of keys, reducing losses as well as time and energy trying to locate misplaced or keys taken off site.

Key-Box enables you to control, monitor and record the use of almost any physical asset, including: premises, facilities, secure areas, equipment, machinery and vehicles. Key-Box provides intelligent key management and equipment management access control to better protect your important assets - resulting in improved efficiency, reduced downtime, less damage, fewer losses, lower operating costs and significantly less administration costs.

The way the Key-Box automated key system works is each individual user would be issued a preselected personal PIN number the user would then enter his/her PIN on the key pad located on the key cabinet. The cabinet door would automatically open and only release the keys they are authorized to have all the rest of the keys in the key cabinet would stay locked in place. The system would record when the keys were taken and when they are returned. If the keys are not returned within the curfew period the system would automatically generate an email and send out to management or security to alert them that a key or keys have not been returned within the curfew period and who the user is etc. The system would give you full audit trail 24/7 of who took the keys, when they were returned etc. The system will also make your staff more accountable for your facilities valuable keys.

Do you know where your valuable facilities keys are? With Key-Box automated key systems you’ll always know where your keys are 24/7!
Key-Box is one of the world’s largest automated key system manufacturers. Key-Box key systems and asset lockers control
who is authorized to have access to your facilities or business assets, e.g. who may remove a key or remove other assets etc.
Key-Box automatically records the transaction activity by time and date on both the key cabinet and support software. This al-
lows facilities and business to manage accountability in users for both access and control of assets. Key-Box key cabinets
come in a wide range of sizes from 14 key system to the largest that will hold an excess of thousands of keys.

Key-Box products are in use worldwide and are widely used in commercial organizations as diverse as distribution Centers to
Casinos, Police Forces & Prisons to libraries & Hotels, Diamond Mines to Petrochemical Plants, Airports & Docks to Railways &
Museums, Property & Security Management Companies to Car Dealerships & Car Hire Companies, even Royal Households-in
fact we haven’t yet come across a single facility that our systems couldn’t be a benefit.

Key-Box Quality Products
Our products that we distribute are made of the highest quality components and supplied and installed by experts in their field.
We take pride in our products and our customers always come first many of whom have required specific solutions tailored to
their organizations.

Accountability and Responsibility
Key-Box products make users accountable for the assets they use, they enforce operational processes and help ensure Health
& Safety compliance, they reduce management risk and improve efficiency in any organization

What happens if...
Unfortunately when a conventional key is stolen, mislaid, or inadvertently taken home, your security is compromised. Your or-
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Highly Secured Simple to use and Affordable Key Management Solutions

Key-Box automated key management systems are available in four different cabinet configurations 9400 SC Series, 9500 SC
Series, 9600 SC Series, and the 9700 SC Series. The 9400 SC System can hold up to 42 key slots within the same cabinet or
as little as 14 key slots. The 9500 SC system can hold up to 98 key slots within the same cabinet or as little as 14 key slots.
Also if additional key capacities are required there is available expansion slave cabinets that can be added on for extra capac-
ity. The 9600 SC system can hold up to 224 key slots within the same cabinet or as little as 14 key slots. The 9700 SC system
can hold up to 924 key slots within the same cabinet or as little as 14 key slots. All of the Key-Box key systems are easy to set
up by the client, we also offer unlimited free technical support at no extra charge. The 9400 - 9700 SC Series systems come
with set up instructions and a 3 year limited warranty

For more information about what Key-Box key and asset management systems can do for you, please contact us at (604)460-8670 / Toll Free
1-877-460-9602 or visit us at www.keyboxsystems.com
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